Dean Green Will Attend Navy School
N-12 Coordinators To Inspect Bases

In accordance with the spirit of cooperation between Naval personnel and civilian organizations participating in the N-12 programs in colleges, Acting Dean, Boyd Madison, will meet with N-12 Reserve Midshipmen's School in New York City on September 21, to study the progress of the V-12 program and inspection and observations upon the organization of Navy work. Navy Films

Films Illustrating Naval participation in every field will be shown with the topics. Wednesday, September 2, at 8 o'clock in Memorial Chapel. Alex Touton, Desensitizer and Student nurse, Logistics, Training, and Red Cross are all the ... Administration Orientation course. Scheduled Visits

Several visits are planned to important Naval reservations. Members of the groups will be moved to Puget Sound, Mobile, and Norfolk, three bases which cover the major areas of our Navy. As a trip to the Navy yard and inspection of the Gulfport, Mississippi, and Quantico marine base will be included in the schedule. The purpose of the visits will present the Naval organization of the work of some of the most important bases in the country. Navy Yard, New York, as a ... for a hindrance to his ship. I have reason to believe, however, that right here and right now, on this campus, some excellent and enthusiastic observations are being made regarding the situation of the United Nations and the United States Government.

Medical Practice

The Commander has always liked the Navy. Having a degree in medicine from the V-12 program and inspection and observations upon the organization of Navy work. Navy Films

Films Illustrating Naval participation in every field will be shown with the topics. Wednesday, September 2, at 8 o'clock in Memorial Chapel. Alex Touton, Desensitizer and Student nurse, Logistics, Training, and Red Cross are all the things we at College, in the Navy can do. The purpose of the visits will be to impress the Undergraduates with the charm of the Navy V-12 unit. 

Midd-Columbia Debate Listed
September 7
Post-War Alliance
To Be Discussed

John E. Unruer and Charles Parker will debate for Midd-Columbia against Columbia, Monday evening, September 7 at 8 o'clock in Munroe 301. The subject for the debate will be, Resolved: That the United States should not have an international police force after the war. Midd-Columbia has the affirmative. The present season's debate team consists of John E. Unruer '44, John A. Calhoun '45, and Charles Parker '46. Tryouts for additional members will be held today.

Women's Team

The present women's team consists of Jean W. Lacey '45 and Barbara P. Abel '45, and as promoters for "No, Sir! The Notorious R. Weede, Baritone
To Begin Concert Program Series

Robert W. Wordsworth, Metropolitan Opera baritone, will be the first guest artist of the Cultural Conference, appearing Sunday evening, September 5, at 8 o'clock in Memorial Chapel.

As a young boy, Mr. Wordsworth brought up on a farm near Baltimore and Washington, D.C., he was interested in music. Later, he attended the National Federation of Music Clubs and took college work in music. After graduating from Johns Hopkins, in 1923, he joined the De Feo Opera Company. The company has since given 250 performances in the U.S., and Mr. Wordsworth has sung in leading baritone roles in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Mr. Wordsworth was graduated from Johns Hopkins University in 1923.

Conference Plans
To Have Speakers From Three Fields

On Friday, August 27, faculty and student members of the committee met to discuss plans for the cultural conference, and selected the following three Mid-Burgh Conference on "Cultural Values in a Changing World." Because of the influence that the natural sciences have had upon the ideas embodied in the social sciences and the arts, it was decided that the next conference will have speakers from all three of these fields, instead of from just the social sciences and the arts, as it was last year. Accordingly, the committee was expanded to include an instructor of geography and a lecturer in economics, and Mr. Evans, the chairman, was appointed to the committee.

Conference Highlights

Plans were also made for the formation of the Cultural Conference, and the last conference is to be published for distribution to the invited speakers. It will contain excerpts, highlights from the complete transcript of the meetings, intended to give prospective speakers some idea of the nature of the meetings. The Professor of History and Smith College will provide the introduction to this publication. The other members are Dr. Charles W. Klapp, Edith Johnson '44, Betty Low Ring '44, and Aun Robinson '45.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Freshman (Continued)
The purpose of the honor system is to allow you to gain the respect of your fellow fraternity men. It is a fine aspiration, and one shared by any group of students who seek to improve the social potentialities of the whole student body. It is a belief that this is necessary in a group as small as ours, I shall present my argu-
ments from this viewpoint.
A fraternity is more than a congenital group of fellows bound together for good time or the promotion of social functions. More than that, it is a nationwide organization of fraternal groups, whose officers are established at Middlebury College, for the development of the spirit of fraternity and truth. Fraternity men are accustomed to living family groups; indeed, they are family groups. For everything good and lasting, it is the bond of character and bonds of friendship that, far more than expected, will serve as a source of sacrifice, devotion, giving, receiving, toll, playing, fighting, and the like—will serve as the primary bond of fraternity and truth and trust.

To be raised on the shoulders of the older and stronger brother, he is in turn guided by his brother's voice.
Three Plays

(Continued from page 1)

Make-up: Ruth Green '44, (chairperson), Phyllis Little '45, and Maureen M. LaPlante '44; (stage manager), Mike King '44; (costumes), Elise Van Leer '44, Jack Dowson '47.

Construction: James Van Wart '47, chairman; Jack Dowson '47, (crafts), R. V. Van Sooy '47; (scenic), Eugene B. Johnson '47, Robert B. Krietz '47; (lights), Charles Butt '42.

Costumes: Dorothy Goodman, (chairperson); Dorothy S. Anderson '46, Ida M. Taylor '45, Grace E. Keeling '45, Sherry Steele '47, Joan Jones '47, (costumes), Ruth Ann Merril '47, Edith C. Callahan '47, (helpers), Marjorie Bernardis '45, Properties: Shirley E. Schobert '46, (chairperson), Dorothy M. Johnson '46, Helen C. Go ll '46, Ann Curry '46, John Campbell '40, Janet Shaw '40, (properties), Dennis O. Davis '46, Charles Butt '42, (property help), Barbara V. Snow '47; Gloria Antolini '47.

WISHY-WASHY?

By Barbara A. Blair

You may remember the ad for a dancing contest which appeared on the last page of the Campus's last week's issue, describing a grand contest for Miss Middlebury Finals, a beautiful young girl to be chosen as Miss Middlebury.需求者可能对有些地方的信息感兴趣, 请提供具体的查询要求。
Washy?

(Concluded from page 3)

out the sight. But Martha Ann punched her arm. "O.K. Oh!"

"Look!" she hissed. "Look at his pants!"

I looked. They were creased backwards with the creases inside out, and running down the sides. We laughed. "Poor boy!" Martha Ann said, "something ought to tell him."

I did suppose. We had creased 45 pairs of white pants with the creases going wrong the way: 50 pants laps! 1,800 creases! It was grossness.

Curtain Dilemmas

Well, by Tuesday night, we had re-arranged all of the trousers. Then we started on the jumpers.

We tried griping the collar and the corners in and folding it twice—creases out and one going in. We tried folding it投融资地方 with these, with neat, with straightening them all at once—five creases in various directions. We failed. We tried. We wept. We fixed it. We fixed it. We were to work out a formula. We went stark, raving, mad!

Will the mothers who have laundry in open wards be allowed to call for some today? The trousers are 25c, an extra.

You can have your jumpers back!}
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Bring Those Clothes
that need dry cleaning, pressing or alterations.

Jipner The Tailor

MIDDLEBURY, VT.